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Abstract

We introduce a class of behavioral models where agents have lim-
ited ability to backward induct. This class shares the concept of vi-
sual range, which can be understood as the set of histories over which
strategic thinking can occur. We present three models that can be
generally applied to �nite games of perfect information. Then, using
a number of speci�c examples, including the game of 21, a centipede
game, and a stylized bargaining game, we show how these models
compare to backward induction. We also discuss ways in which the
concepts could be extended to general games, and how learning �ts in
the context of our limited foresight models.
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1 Introduction

There is overwhelming experimental and observational evidence that humans�
ability to use backwards induction is limited. Experiments involving �nite
games of perfect information such as the game of 21 (Dufwenberg, et. al.,
2010) and centipede games (Rosenthal, 1981) almost always fail to support
predictions made using backward induction. Furthermore, observational ev-
idence of common �nite zero-sum games of perfect information such as Tic-
Tac-Toe, Go, �nite versions of Chess, etc., shows that wins for either player
(as well as ties if possible) occur in non-trivial proportions. Backward induc-
tion would predict only one player should ever win these games (or the game
should always end in a tie). Backward induction is also often violated in
some �nite negotiations [Where the negotiations could be modeled as a �nite
game of perfect information]. For example, if a deal is eventually reached
after a drawn out negotiation process (a deal that could have been reached
immediately), backward induction would suggest that the same deal should
have been agreed on at the start, saving both sides bargaining costs. So if
humans do not backward induct in these situations, what do they do? How
are decisions made in �nite games of perfect information when the game
trees become large. This paper will introduce a class of models that bound
decision makers�ability to analyze the full strategic situation they are in. We
call models within this class Limited Foresight Models.
The class of limited foresight models is one where agents do not fully

consider actions within a strategy for all possible future histories. Instead,
agents consider only the elements within "visual range" of the current history,
a subset of the complete set of histories of the game. This results in play that
is not consistent with backward induction. Generally, the visual range will
determine a "visual game." A visual game will be a new game (constructed
from the original game in question) that starts at the current history and
only includes histories of the original game that are within visual range. A
player will then act as if playing that visual game while at that history. When
a new history is reached, a new visual game is created, and the player will
act as if he is playing the new visual game. By looking at the initial action of
the visual game at each history, play of the original game can be predicted.
These models are attractive because they capture a certain psychological

intuition. In particular, they model the intuition that cognitive resources
are not in�nite. In order to consider the future result of an action taken
in the present, cognitive resources must be spent. At some point, as more
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hypothetical actions are analyzed, cognitive resources run out. Decisions
then must often be made without a complete understanding of their strategic
importance. By modeling decision making in this way, we hope to better
predict the actions of real economic agents that are subject to cognitive
limitations.
Our models assume that cognitive resources will be spent in a fashion

that begins at the current history, and moves continuously through possible
future histories (consistent with the idea of foresight). It is not unreasonable
however to assume that a player might start at some bene�cial outcome, and
try to transform that outcome backward to the current history. Generally,
though, this type of thought process would be di¢ cult to implement as games
where limited cognitive resources come into play often have a prohibitively
large set of end games (compared to a single current history). That said, this
backward induction concept is not wholly incompatible with our models, as
the reader will see when we discuss intermediate valuation.
This paper will focus on the previously stated intuition: that in order to

evaluate the outcome of an action (or more importantly a series of actions),
a player must mentally transform the current state into the resulting future
state. This transformation draws from a limited pool of cognitive resources.
As a result, strategic decisions must often be made under conditions where
not all possible future states are known or fully understood.
In the coming sections we will de�ne two subclasses of LFMs for �nite

games of perfect information with discrete action sets, as well as discuss
ways of extending such models to in�nite games of imperfect information and
continuous action sets. We call models in the �rst subclass Horizon-Based
LFMs. This class assumes that you can see all possible action sequences out
to some "horizon", and nothing beyond that. We call models in the second
subclass Directed LFMs. This class assumes that you must "investigate"
possible action sequences before you can see them (i.e. you must mentally
focus on an action in order to see the consequences the action would have).
What is then limited is your ability to investigate.
For each subclass of limited foresight models, there are a number of fur-

ther assumptions that must be made by a speci�c model, in order to make
a prediction. So, while all HBLFMs will use some horizon to set the visual
range at any history, a speci�c model will have to de�ne how intermediate
histories at the edge of that visual range are evaluated, and how actions at
histories inside the visual range will be taken. DLFMs are more complicated
in that they need not only to evaluate edge histories and predict intermediate
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actions, but to predict how available foresight will be directed.
Besides the models in this paper, limited foresight has been employed

occasionally in economics literature. Jehiel (2001) looks at repeated games
where strategies are formed over some limited forecast range. The model is
similar in many respects to our horizon based models, though, unlike our
models, it is focussed on repeated stage games and �ow payo¤s. Jehiel does
present the concept of a "state of mind," which takes the form of a random
variable drawn from some density function. This state of mind is used to
value post-horizon play. The paper also uses equilibrium analysis, while our
models do not impose equilibrium conditions. Overall, Jehiel�s model could
roughly �t into our horizon-based class. Kochov (2009) looks at individual
decision makers with limited foresight. While the paper is focused on indi-
vidual decision makers as opposed to games, it includes foresight that is both
horizon based and somewhat directed (where subjects ignore low probability
outcomes). Wichardt (forthcoming) also looks at a horizon-based limited
foresight range, and uses it to put constraints on strategy pro�les.
We now present a simple HBLFM to give the reader an idea of the formal

structure of LFMs. We will apply this model to the game of 21. We then
take a detailed look at HBLFMs, and their applicability to a centipede game
and a stylized bargaining game, before moving on to DLFMs, some simple
results, and various extensions.

2 A Horizon-Based Limited Foresight Model

As this is the �rst LFM the reader is likely to have seen, our �rst model
will trade o¤ psychological accuracy for simplicity. Furthermore as it is the
�rst HBLFM we present we will sometimes refer to it as HBLFM#1. It is
meant primarily to solidify the concept of an LFM formally, and to expose
the reader to the necessary notation. Now let�s consider a game.
Let G = (I;H; L; ((ui); i 2 I)) be a �nite extensive form game of perfect

information, where I is the set of players,H is the set of histories, L : HP ! I
is the mapping of who moves at each partial history where HP � H is the set
of intermediate or partial histories, ui : HT ! R is player i�s payo¤ function
where HT � H is the subset of terminal histories. Note that HT = H nHP .
A natural way to solve this game would be using backward induction or

some similar concept. Subgame perfect and trembling hand perfect equilibria
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are guaranteed to exist for example. There is a problem, however. It may
be psychologically unreasonable, if H is large, to assume that informational
assumptions implicit in such models are consistent with reality. In such cases
it may be preferable to analyze the game using a limited foresight model.
The �rst speci�c example of an LFM will be of the horizon-based sub-

class. A value !i will be assigned to each player as a representation of how
many moves ahead that player can foresee. We will then assign the values of
visually-terminal nodes (that are intermediate in the original game) as some
value �ji (which may depend on certain features of the game) meant to rep-
resent each player j�s belief about player i�s expectation of the value of the
game. These additional parameters will allow us to create visual games from
each history. Play of the visual games will be assumed to be in accordance
with backward induction. Formally:
We assign !i 2 N as player i�s foresight parameter, and �ji as player j�s

belief about the value, to player i, of visually terminal intermediate histories.
Furthermore, let the sequence h = (a1; a2; :::; ak�1; ak) be an element of H,
where ak is the action taken at (a1; a2; :::; ak�1). We say that h0 "follows"
h (and that h "precedes" h0) if the sequence h0 begins with the sequence h,
and de�ne Hjh � H as the subset of histories that follow h. For any such
h0 2 Hjh, we de�ne Djh(h0) (what we�ll call the "distance" of h0 from h) as
the number of actions in h0 less the number of actions in h. If h0 2 Hjh and
Djh(h0) = 1, we say h0 "immediately follows" h.
With this additional notation, we now go on to de�ne how to create a

visual range. The visual range will be the set of histories included in a
particular visual game.
So, for any intermediate history h (where L(h) = j), we de�ne j�s visual

range, HV jh, as the subset of Hjh having distance from h less than or equal
to !j. Since only one player moves at any information set, we leave j out of
the notation, but it is important to keep in mind that HV jh exists only for
the player moving at h. We also de�ne a set of "visually-terminal" histories
HV T jh as histories in HV jh that are terminal with respect to the set HV jh
(not necessarily terminal with respect to the set H).
We can now de�ne a visual game for j at h by using the set of visual

histories HV jh, and by de�ning a new utility function that maps from the
visually-terminal histories of this set.
Now, let us de�ne this particular visual gameGV jh = (I;HV jh; L; (uVi jh; i 2

I)). Where HV jh � H as de�ned above, and uVi jh : HV T jh! R is player i�s
payo¤function as presently perceived by player j whereHV T jh � HV jh is the
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subset of visually-terminal histories. This payo¤ function has the following
properties:
-if hV T 2 HT of the original game G, then uVi jh(hV T ) = ui(hV T )
-otherwise, let uVi jh(hV T ) = �ji.
We have now created a game that (according to our intuition) player j

uses to mentally represent the situation he is in when making a decision at h.
We now make the assumption that, given this mental representation, player
j uses backward induction to choose an action to take at h.
So, let us now consider all paths of the game GV jh that are consistent

with backward induction. Any history h00 2 HV jh reached along any of these
paths of GV jh where Djh(h00) = 1 (h00 immediately follows h) is then said to
be "consistent" with this model (and the speci�c values of !i, and �ji).
By looking at all the histories in H, and solving their respective visual

games as outlined above, a prediction for the game G can be made. Specif-
ically, a prediction of our model is any hT for which all preceding histories
(as well as hT itself) are consistent.

2.1 An Example Game

Let�s now look at an example. Consider the game presented in Figure 1.

1

a b c
2 2

5
d e f g h i 3

1 1 1 1
3 4
5 j k l m n o p q 4

4 6 3 5 6 8 2 4
0 6 8 4 8 2 0 6

Figure 1: An Example Game (G)

In Figure 2 we show the pro�le of play generated by backward induction.
Note that the path generated by the pro�le is (a,e,k).
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1

a b c
2 2

5
d e f g h i 3

1 1 1 1
3 4
5 j k l m n o p q 4

4 6 3 5 6 8 2 4
0 6 8 4 8 2 0 6

Figure 2: Subgame Perfection

Now let�s look at the model presented in this section (HBLFM#1). We
will assume that !i = 2 for both players, in which case the relevant visual
games are as shown in Figure 3:

1

a b c
2

5
d e f g h i 3

1
3 β1 β1 β1 β1 4
5 β2 β2 β2 β2 4

2 2

d e f g h i
1 1

3 4
5 j k l m n o p q 4

4 6 3 5 6 8 2 4
0 6 8 4 8 2 0 6

GV|h0

GV|(a)

Figure 3: HBLFM#1

GV|(b)

A prediction of the model then depends on �11 and �12 in the following
way:
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Predicted Paths

8<:
(c) if �11 � 5 or �12 � 4
(a; e; h) if �11 � 5 and �12 � 4
(b; h; q) if �11 � 5 and �12 � 5

Note that the model makes multiple predictions at certain values of �11
and �12.

2.2 An Application: The Game of 21

In their 2010 paper, Epiphany in the Game of 21, Dufwenberg, Sundaram,
and Butler look at the game of 21 (as does Cardella who was kind enough to
loan us his experimental data). The game can be described as two players (A
and B) taking turns adding either one or two to a sum, until the sum equals 21
(starting from 0, and noting that players are not allowed to increase the sum
to 22 from 20). The player who brings the sum to 21 wins (his payo¤ is �win)
while the other player loses (his payo¤ is �lose where �lose < �win). Although
the Dufwenberg et. al. paper is primarily focused on learning (epiphany)
and the Cardella paper is interested in imitation learning, the results are
interesting in the context of our simple model. The game of 21 is a good
candidate for HBLFM#1 because it is a �nite game of perfect information
with only two possible payo¤s. There exists then an intuitively natural range
for �ji�s (the inclusive set between the two payo¤s). The game is also long
enough that most players are unlikely to be able to foresee all events, so
limited foresight is likely to have an e¤ect (we note however that since the
game can be solved algorithmically that perfect foresight is not needed to
ensure victory). Figure 4 shows the game of 6 (a shortened version of 21
used in the Dufwenberg et. al. paper where players take turns counting to 6
instead of 21) that gives the intuition behind 21 (which has a prohibitively
large game tree to show here). In this version of the game of 6 �win = 1, and
�lose = 0.
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6

Figure 4: The Game of 6
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The game has backward induction solutions that suggests players should
always bring the sum to multiples of 3 when possible. It follows that any
strategy where a player brings the sum to a multiple of 3 at some history h
weakly dominates the near-identical strategy where the player does not bring
the sum to a multiple of 3 at h (and the rest of the strategy is identical).
However, experimental evidence from Cardella (2010) shows that inexperi-
enced players (�rst or second time playing the game) chose weakly dominated
actions nearly as often as weakly dominant ones when acting near the be-
ginning of the game of 21. However, towards the end of the game, players in
general were more likely to make the weakly dominant actions. This result
is summarized in Table 1.

*  Significantly different from 1/2 at 5% level

Percent
Fraction

Table 1: Rate Subjects Chose Respective Numbers When Possible in 21

16/28 18/36 22/37 18/34 24/33* 24/37* 31/32*

21
0.5714 0.5 0.5946 0.5294 0.7273 0.6486 0.9688

3 6 9 12 15 18

This type of behavior is consistent with the simple model whenever �lose <
�ji < �win for both players (and foresight ranges from 1 to 6 for most play-
ers). If we were to reasonably assume that indi¤erence leads to equiprobable
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mixing, then this behavior would not just be consistent but predicted. Look-
ing at the visual games for the game of 6 with !i = 2 for both players (Figure
5), we can see the above intuition more clearly. The game tree on the left
represents the �rst move of the game of 6. Note that (1) and (2) are both
consistent. The middle tree represents player B�s visual game at (1). Again
both (1; 3) and (1; 2) are consistent. The game tree on the right represents
player A�s visual game at (1; 2) at this point we see that only (1; 2; 3) is con-
sistent. So in the game of 6 with foresight of 2, players would not necessarily
choose "correctly" at (1) but would at (1; 2) or (2) (and afterward of course).

0
1

βAA
βAB

6 5

Figure 5: Visual Games of 6

βAB βAB βAB βAB

A

2 1
B B

4 3 3 2

3 2
A A

5 4 4 3

βAA βAA βAA βAA
βAB βAB

A

4 3
B B

5 4

βAA βAAβBA βBA βBA βBA
βBB βBB βBB βBB

B

3 Alternative Speci�cations

As previously mentioned, HBLFMs share the trait that they all de�ne a
visual range of some distance. Thus all histories within that distance of the
current history will be part of the visual game. Because HBLFMs assume
that players consider all possible actions at all histories within visual range,
they are most appropriate when looking at games with small action sets at
each history. When action sets get larger, it would make less sense to assume
players could (or would) consider every contingency, even for a relatively
short horizon.
Although the histories contained within the visual range are easily de�ned

by the horizon, the visual game must have values associated with visually
terminal nodes. True terminal histories already have a value, but visually ter-
minal histories that were intermediate in the original game must be assigned
values in some other fashion (in our �rst model the values are determined by
the �ji�s). There are countless ways to do this, and that is one of the criteria
that separates one HBLFM from another.
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3.1 Visually Terminal Valuation

First remember that a history is visually terminal if it is a terminal node of
a visual game. This includes both intermediate histories of the original game
that are visually terminal, as well as any terminal nodes of the original game
that are within visual range. In the latter case the value of such a history
is simply the value of that history in the original game. For the former
(which we call visually-terminal intermediate histories or VTI histories), a
value must be speci�ed in some other way. One possibility would be to assign
all these histories the same value (as we did in the �rst model). This value
could be the median payo¤, the minimax value, an exogenous psychological
parameter like an aspiration level, etc. Another possibility would be to assign
a value based on possible outcomes reachable from that history. One could
take a weighted average of possible outcomes, use the median, draw a random
value, etc. In fact, if one were to use some backward inducted value of
that history, then models would generally make predictions consistent with
backward induction (generally because inconsistencies can arise when there
is indi¤erence). Using backward inducted values near the end of games (but
not near the beginning) could capture the idea of people using their cognitive
resources to backward induct from possible end nodes (as opposed to using
it on foresight).
Interestingly, researchers looking into arti�cial intelligence [including but

not limited to Block, et. al. (2008), Brooks (1990), Ramanujan, et. al.
(2010), and Thrun (1995)] have looked at intermediate valuation. There is a
signi�cant amount of literature devoted to creating an arti�cial intelligence
that can play games like chess. A chess playing computer faces many of the
same issues that real players face. In particular, unlimited backward induc-
tion is not possible and so intermediate histories must be valued in some
fashion. Although many of the ways that computers can make these evalu-
ations would be implausible for humans, there is certainly value in taking a
short detour to take a closer look at this literature.
Chess playing computers and more generally arti�cial intelligence has

been studied for roughly �fty years. Early work focussed separately on
symbolic manipulation (largely based on logic), and sub-symbolic methods
(largely based on reinforcement and survival). Now, the two methods are
often combined. One common method is to use simulation to update a
value function (methods of simulation and forms of value functions often
separating one speci�c method from another). This type of process is an ob-
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vious way of adding learning to limited foresight models (as we will discuss
later). However, these methods do not provide intuition as to how a �rst-time
player might approach a situation, nor do they explicitly attempt to explain
how real economic agents (like humans) would play given limited experience.
Since these issues are of primary importance to LFMs, AI literature can only
provide perspective as opposed to prescription when modeling intermediate
valuation.
Regardless of the manner in which intermediate valuation is assigned, the

visual game can now be completed, and the model is now almost ready to
make predictions. To do so, the model must specify how this visual game is
played.

3.2 Playing the Visual Game

A natural way to de�ne play of the visual game would be to use some form of
backward induction, and indeed this is how we have and will de�ne play in our
example models. However, we acknowledge that doing so means assigning to
the players a certain ignorance beyond limited foresight (a sort of perpetual
misconception). backward induction would assume that players believe that
actions at future histories will be taken with respect to the current visual
game. This ignores the obvious fact that the visual game changes at each
history. For this reason, it may instead be wise to de�ne future play in
some probabilistic fashion. One possibility would be to assume some sort
of probability matching. Another would be to use backward induction but
add noise proportional to the distance of the relevant history. Again the
possibilities are countless, but for simplicity�s sake, we have chosen to de�ne
play according to backward induction.
Once future play is determined, there still remains the question of how the

initial move of the visual game will be made. While the problem of changing
visual games is not relevant (and thus there is no intrinsic uncertainty about
following through on a predicted action), it is not clear that a deterministic
prediction should be made. On the one hand, a deterministic prediction
would be nice as it would generate a deterministic series of actions throughout
the game, which could be easily compared to backward induction and other
deterministic solution concepts. On the other hand, such a deterministic
prediction would most likely fail to predict experimental results. Again, in
this paper we stick to backward induction for the sake of simplicity and
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comparability to other solution concepts.
The choice of backward induction also implicitly imposes a psychological

assumption, that all players believe that other players have roughly similar
foresight ranges to their own. The implication is due to the fact that for
backward induction to make psychological sense, a player should assume that
each subgame of his visual game is the best representation he can presently
make of the visual game to be faced by the player acting at the root of
that subgame. For example, consider an acting player (A) with a wealth
of foresight, who believes opposing players have little foresight. He might
want to take advantage of other players in ways that are not consistent with
backward induction is his visual game. Speci�cally, player A might want to
construct the visual games he believes other players will see, and use those
games to determine other players� choices. If those visual games are not
subgames of player A�s visual game, choices determined from those visual
games may not be consistent with backward induction in player A�s visual
game.

3.3 An HBLFM with Equiprobable Valuation

Using the same value for all visually-terminal intermediate histories seems
a little simplistic, but not enough work has been done looking at how real
people evaluate intermediate histories to point to single speci�c algorithm
(and in particular not in the context of this class of models). That said, if
you believe that people have limited foresight, you almost have to believe
that people evaluate immediate histories in some systematic way (or else all
early play of games such as chess and go would be generally random). We
will therefore take a stab at one possible means of evaluation. The model
is intended to rank histories that "often" lead to better outcomes higher
than histories that "often" lead to worse outcomes. In particular, it ranks
VTI histories by assuming equiprobable mixing at all histories outside visual
range. In this context, it might be better to think of visual range as the
range to which strategic contemplation can take place, and not necessarily
the range at which histories can be identi�ed. The model, which we will call
HBLFM#2, can be de�ned in a manner similar to the previous model with
a couple of minor changes. First, we don�t need �ji, and second, we de�ne
the payo¤ function in the visual game as follows:
-if hV T 2 HT of the original game G, then uVi jh(hV T ) = ui(hV T )
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-otherwise, let uVi jh(hV T ) be the payo¤ to player i given equiprobable
mixing among all possible actions by all players in all histories that follow
hV T .
The model is otherwise identical to the simple model presented earlier.

To see the similarities and di¤erences, let�s look at the example game from
section 2 and apply the new model (HBLFM#2) again with !i = 2 for both
players (Figure 6).

1

a b c

5
d e f g h i 3

3 5 4 7 3 4
5 3 6 5 3 4

GV|(b)
2 2

d e f g h i

3 4
5 j k l m n o p q 4

4 6 3 5 6 8 2 4
0 6 8 4 8 2 0 6

Figure 6: HBLFM#2

2 2

1 1 1 1

GV|h0

GV|(a)

Notice that now each visually terminal intermediate history in GV jh0 has
its value determined according to uVi jh. Also notice that the prediction of
(b; h; q) is not consistent with backward induction.

3.4 An Application: The Centipede Game

In their 2009 paper, Field Centipedes, Palacios-Huerta and Volij look at cen-
tipede games played by various combinations of students and chess players.
The centipede game (shown in Figure 6) is a good candidate to analyze with
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HBLFM#2 because it is a game of perfect information with large payo¤
variation. Because the range of payo¤s changes drastically as a function of
decisions early in the game, HBLFM#1 is unlikely to give good predictions.
HBLFM#2 should do better as its visually terminal intermediate valuations
are sensitive to the range of payo¤s possible from various intermediate his-
tories.
Palacios-Huerta and Volij �nd that chess players, who are likely to be

skilled at backward induction, tend to end centipede games earlier than stu-
dents, who are likely to have average backward induction skill. The authors
note that common knowledge of rationality may explain the di¤erences. How-
ever, results are also consistent with HBLFM#2, assuming that chess players
on average have a longer foresight horizon. To show this we look at a 4 step
centipede game (Palacios-Huerta and Volij looked at a 6 step version but the
intuition is the same), and observe the outcomes with di¤erent values of !i,
using HBLFM#2.
If !1 = !2 � 4, then the players perfectly backward induct and the

outcome is as shown in Figure 7. Note that play begins at the top left with
player 1. Moving to the right represents the action "continue" and moving
down represents the "end" action.

Figure 7: Centipede Game

64
16

1
2

1
2

8 16
4 8

32

2
4
1

If !1 = !2 = 3, then player one will continue the game at h0 (the root
history) and player two will end the game at h = (continue) as shown in
Figure 8. Note that the top line of �gures represent GV jh for various h�s,
while at the bottom is the path of G. We see that at h0, player one views
h = (continue; continue; continue) as a visually-terminal history and assigns
it a value of (36; 24).
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Figure 8: Centipede with Foresight = 3
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If !1 = !2 = 2, then the game is ended at h = (continue; continue) as
shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Centipede with Foresight = 2
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If !1 = !2 = 1, then the game is ended at h = (continue; continue; continue)
as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Centepide with Foresight = 1
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Our �gures show cases where !1 = !2, but it is easy to see the results if
!i�s are di¤erent. The punch line in the centipede game is that (according to
this model) the �rst person to "see" the end of the game will end the game
immediately. Obviously, if chess players have longer foresight horizons on
average, then the model predicts they will end the game sooner (on average).
Notice that as foresight decreases, the game is continued longer. In this

example better foresight is actually reducing the players�payo¤s on average.
This is perhaps counter intuitive as foresight is generally regarded in society
as a bene�cial trait. What�s more, this can be true even in zero sum games.
Better foresight does not always lead to better outcomes in our model.
Before moving on, we must call attention to a forthcoming paper from

Levitt, List, and Sado¤ that attempts to replicate results from the Palacios-
Huerta and Volij study and fails to do so. However, Levitt et. al. do not
test a mixed subject pool of chess players and students, they only test chess
players. More importantly, they do not inform their subjects that they are
playing against other chess players. This brings up an important feature of
our models which is the implicit assumption by players that other players
have foresight ranges close to their own. Without this assumption, backward
induction is a poor modeling choice for how subjects play the game.
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3.5 An Application: Bargaining

There are many economic models (and of course the Coase theorem most
famously) that predict that when bargaining can produce pro�table results,
and transaction costs are low, agreements can and should be reached quickly
and painlessly. However, observation of real world bargaining scenarios shows
that often times negotiation can be long and messy, often ending in payo¤s to
both sides that are lower than would have been possible if an agreement could
have been made sooner. Strikes for example often end up costing both sides.
This seems to be a violation at least of the spirit of backward induction, but
using our second horizon based limited foresight model, we can see at least
one possible explanation for this phenomenon.
Consider the following stylized bargaining game. Two players must split

$512. The game begins with player 1 choosing either a 50=50 split of the
money, or an 80=20 split in his favor. Player 2 must then choose to either
accept the split proposed by player 1, or to reject the split and counter-o¤er
either a 50=50 or an 80=20 split in player 2�s favor. However, if the split
is rejected by player 2, the total amount to split is reduced by half. This
procedure continues back and forth until a split is accepted, or until there
is one dollar left. When there is one dollar left, the proposed split of that
dollar can either be accepted, or rejected in which case both players receive
nothing. One possible end game is illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Bargaining Game (End Game)
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Some may note that the rate of decay and uneven split percentages are
rather extreme, but the intuition here extends to similar games with smaller
rates of decay and less lopsided splits (these similar games are simply not
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as clean numerically). The speci�cs of the game were also chosen so as
to highlight a di¤erence in predicted play when the game is analyzed using
backward induction and when analyzed using our HBLFM with equiprobable
valuation. The relationship between the decay must be such that it is always
pro�table for either player to reject an uneven split and counter with an
equal split. Also it must be pro�table to accept an equal split rather than
reject it and make some counter o¤er. When these two conditions are true
then the unique backwards induction solution of the game is for player 1 to
o¤er the 50/50 split and for player 2 to accept it.
Alternatively, when analyzing the game using HBLFM#2, with a fore-

sight horizon of 2, the uncertainty of decisions at future histories makes
o¤ering an uneven split more attractive. This can destroy the backward
induction solution as players successively counter with unfair o¤ers at the
beginning of the game. This result is consistent with behavior that is often
witnessed in the real world bargaining contexts we mentioned earlier.
Figure 12 presents the di¤erence in the �rst move of the game when ana-

lyzing it with backward induction and HBLFM#2. We see here that player
1 makes a lopsided o¤er, assuming that player 2 will accept it. However, as
players will always assume that a fair o¤er will be accepted, player 2 will of
course reject the lopsided o¤er (he can make at least 128 by countering with
a fair o¤er vs. 102.4 if he accepts the lopsided o¤er). The bargaining will
continue, with neither player able to make more than if player 1 had simply
o¤ered a fair split to start, and player 2 had accepted.

256
64 128 102.4 64 128 256

2 2

64 128 409.6 64 128

U A U AE E

256
86.401 60.801 102.4 86.401 60.801 256

2 2

41.599 67.199 409.6 41.599 67.199
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Figure 12: Backward Induction (left) vs. HBLFM#2 (right)
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With the current rate of decay, additional foresight will cause the pre-
dicted path of HBLFM#2 to match up with the path predicted by backward
induction. This is because unless you can counter with an uneven o¤er and
have it be accepted, the amount of money decayed is prohibitive. However, if
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the rate of decay were lessened and the uneven split option were more equal,
additional foresight horizons could still result in multiple uneven o¤ers.

4 Directed Limited Foresight Models

Directed limited foresight models are relatively more complicated than their
horizon-based counterparts, but are arguably more psychologically accurate.
Multiple possible futures are not seen in the same way one looks out over the
countryside. A possible future must generally be envisioned independently
of alternatives. Therefore, possible futures would be considered one at a
time. For this reason, it is likely that foresight in strategic situations would
be directed, that is to say that players would choose to fully analyze certain
possible paths of play, while essentially ignoring others. DLFMs take this
intuition into account by allowing an element of freedom in the way visual
ranges are determined.
The DLFM in this paper will assume that players have a limited endow-

ment of foresight, at each history, with which to allocate over possible future
histories. The foresight allocation will be used to determine a visual range.
While this type of model leaves us with the same open-ended modeling ques-
tions as HBLFMs (evaluating visually-terminal intermediate histories, and
play of the resulting game), it also adds an additional question: How do we
allocate the foresight endowment? Again, as with the other modeling issues,
there is not a great deal of research into how such a question should be an-
swered. Still, as the general intuition makes sense, it is worth taking a stab
at.

4.1 Directing Foresight

Directing (allocating) foresight is an interesting and complicated problem in
itself. One�s �rst instinct may be to assume that foresight is random, and
in reality, this may be entirely reasonable when thinking of unsophisticated
players playing a game none of them have ever seen before. This would be a
very similar assumption as assuming that all visually-terminal intermediate
histories are evaluated as being equal. In fact, if the latter assumption is
made, even a more sophisticated foresight allocation rule could likely end up
looking rather random. Intuition is consistent as if a player is assumed to
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have no particular clue about the value of being at any intermediate history,
that player also probably has little clue about how to allocate foresight over
those same histories. However, if we assume players have some intuition
about the value of these VTI histories, it would be intuitive to direct foresight
as a function of these values. In particular, an acting player would be more
likely to allocate foresight to histories that he values highly (given his current
perspective). Still there are obviously alternative methods by which foresight
can be allocated in an intuitive way.
To illustrate a directed limited foresight model, we will adapt the horizon-

based LFM with equiprobable valuation. A player will begin his decision
making process with no foresight allocated and so will have a very limited
view of the game. Given this limited view, he will allocate his foresight to the
history that "seems" to lead to the highest payo¤ (we will make this notion
more clear in the coming section). With this new unit of foresight allocated,
his view of the game will change. A player will then allocate the next unit
of foresight given his new view of the game. Foresight will be allocated in
this fashion (on the margin) until all units have been allocated or the entire
remaining game is revealed.

4.2 A Speci�c Directed Limited Foresight Model

To begin, let G = (I;H; L; ((ui); i 2 I)) be a �nite extensive form game of
perfect information, where I is the set of players, H is the set of histories,
L : HP ! I is the mapping of who moves at each partial history where
HP � H is the set of intermediate or partial histories, and ui : HT ! R is
player i�s payo¤ function where HT � H is the subset of terminal histories.
Let !i 2 N be player i�s foresight endowment. Also, as it will become useful
later, let vi(h) : HP ! R be the payo¤ to player i given equiprobable mixing
among all possible actions by all players in all histories that follow h.
As was the case in the HBLFMs, our �rst task will be to de�ne the visual

range. Because a player�s foresight endowment can potentially be allocated
in di¤erent ways, there is actually a set of visual ranges at each history.
We will de�ne the set of foresight allocations with respect to a particular
history and foresight endowment. A visual range will then be de�ned as the
foresight allocation as well as all immediate followers of any history in the
foresight allocation. This implies that only intermediate histories need to
be investigated, and that once an intermediate history is reached, all of its
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immediate followers become visible. We�ll start with zero units of foresight
and then build from there.
We de�ne �0jh as the set of possible foresight allocations at h (where

L(h) = j) when !j = 0. An element of �0jh is a set of histories that we
will denote as H�0jh (not simply any single history that is in any possible
foresight allocation). This means that �0jh is a set of sets. However, since no
investigation takes place when !j = 0, �0jh has only one element (h, which
should be thought of as "free").
Allocating zero units of foresight is of course rather simple, but in order

to allocate additional units, the model assumes players allocate foresight to
histories one unit at a time. To see how this is done,we will now de�ne �1jh
as the set of possible foresight allocations when !i = 1. To do this we start
at �0jh.
For eachH�0jh 2 �0jh we can de�ne a game, G�0jh = (I;HV �0 jh; L; (vijh; i 2

I)). Where HV �0jh is the set of histories in H�0jh as well as all immediate
followers of those histories, less all histories that are in HT , and less all his-
tories that don�t have at least one follower that (1) is not in H�0jh and (2) is
not in HT . Then vijh : HV �0T jh! R is player i�s payo¤ function (as de�ned
earlier) where HV �0T jh � HV �0jh is the subset of visually-terminal histo-
ries. Terminal histories of G�

0jh can be thought of as possible intermediate
histories to investigate.
Let us now consider all paths of the game G�

0jh that are consistent with
backward induction. For one of these paths, consider the last history reached.
This history may be investigated (it will be investigated if there is only one
path). Add it to H�0jh to create some H�1jh. Do this for each visually ter-
minal history of each path to create di¤erent H�1jh�s. Each of these H�1jh�s
is an element of �1jh.
We can de�ne �1jh as the set of all sets of histories created in such a

way from all elements of �0jh. Similarly, we can de�ne �mjh as the set of
all sets of histories created from all elements of �m�1jh. In this way, we can
create the set of possible foresight allocations for any value of !j. Then, for
any of these possible foresight allocations (where L(h) = j, and !j = m), a
visual game GV jh = (I;HV jh; L; (uVi jh; i 2 I)) can be created where HV jh
is the set of histories in some H�mjh as well as all immediate followers of all
histories in H�mjh. HV T jh is again the set of visually terminal histories. I
and L are as de�ned before, and uVi jh is de�ned as in our second model:
-if hV T 2 HT of the original game G, then uVi jh(hV T ) = ui(hV T )
-otherwise, let uVi jh(hV T ) be the payo¤ to player i given equiprobable
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mixing among all possible actions by all players in all histories that follow
hV T .
Then, any history h0 2 HV jh reached on any backward induction path of

any GV jh where Djh(h0) = 1 is then said to be consistent with this model.
A prediction of our model is then any consistent hT for which all preceding
histories are consistent.
Let�s look once more at our example game. Figure 13 shows the progres-

sion of G�jh0 as !1 increases from 0 to 5.

Gn0|h0 Gn1|h0 Gn2|h0
1 1 1

a b a b a b

4 4 4
4 g h h

7 3 3
5 3 3

Gn3|h0 Gn4|h0 Gn5|h0
1 1 1

a b a b b

e f h e f f

5 4 3 5 3 3
3 6 3 3 3 3

2

22

Figure 13: DLFM Foresight Allocation Procedure
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Notice that with six units of foresight the entire game would be investi-
gated by player 1 at h0.
Figure 14 shows the visual game generated from H�2jh0.
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a b c
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g h i 3

3 4
n o 3 4
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8 2

Figure 14: DLFM Visual Game
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GV2|h0

1

The prediction here would be simply (c).
Figure 15 shows the visual game generated from H�5jh0.
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a b c
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d e f g h i 3

3 3 4
5 j k l m n o 3 4

4 6 3 5 6 8
0 6 8 4 8 2

Figure 15: DLFM Another Visual Game
GV5|h0

2 2

1 1 1

In this instance, assuming player 2 would see the entire subgame at (a),
the prediction is (a; e; k).

5 Results

Because there are so many possible ways of constructing a limited foresight
model, there are few results that would apply to the class as a whole. How-
ever, by making use of backward induction in the speci�c models presented
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here, there are a couple of results that apply to those models. Also, we will
show that when restricting attention to general games of perfect information,
we can say more about the relationship between backward induction, and our
models.

5.1 The Existence of Limited Foresight Models

Theorem 1 For each model presented in this paper, at least one predicted
path exists for all �nite games of perfect information.

Proof. For all of our models,since G is a �nite game of perfect information,
GV is a �nite game of perfect information. All �nite games of perfect infor-
mation have at least one backward induction solution. Therefore, for each
history in HP , at least one following history is consistent. If each partial
history has at least one consistent follower, then at least one hT must exist
where all histories preceding hT are consistent. So, a prediction (hT ) exists.

Note that generally predictions are not necessarily unique, even for spe-
ci�c realizations of exogenous variables such as !i or �ij.

5.2 Unlimited Foresight

Theorem 2 For any �nite game of perfect information G, and where K is
the distance from the root history of the farthest terminal history in HT ,
all backward induction paths of G are predicted by our horizon based models
when !i � K 8i.

Theorem 3 For any �nite game of perfect information G, and where M is
the number of histories in HP , all backward induction paths of G are predicted
by our directed model when !i �M 8i.

Proof. If !i � K(M) 8i, then all visual games GV are subgames of G.
Any backward induction solution to G (in particular any hT reached on
a backward induction path) projects to any subgame of G (i.e. any GV ).
Therefore, any history reached along a backward induction path of G must
be consistent. Since all histories preceding hT (and hT itself) are consistent,
hT is a prediction of our models.
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This notably does not rule out the possibility that additional paths of
play (that are not along a backward induction path) may be predicted, even
when foresight is e¤ectively unlimited. For example, consider the game in
Figure 16. There are two backward induction paths of this game ((out)
and (in; In; b)). However, with e¤ectively unlimited foresight, all four of the
terminal nodes are predicted by our models. This is because each decision
is made independently. Player 1 might "believe" that player 2 will choose
(in; In; b) over (in; In; a) but that does not mean that player 2 actually will.
Furthermore, player 1, need not have consistent "beliefs" about player 2
between h0 and (in). At h0 he might think player 2 will chose b, but at
(in) he may change his mind and think player 2 will choose a. This type of
behavior may be appropriate in some situations (like if there was a long wait
between decisions at h0 and (in)) but not in others. For modelers who wish
to rule out this sort of behavior, the models presented can be modi�ed so as
to enforce consistent "beliefs" whenever player i�s visual games is a subgame
of player i�s previous visual game.
In generic games of perfect information, the indi¤erence in the previous

example is eliminated and we don�t get the same ambiguity.

Corollary 4 If G is a generic �nite game of perfect information, with un-
limited foresight, our models all uniquely predict the backward induction so-
lution.
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Proof. Proceeding from our previous proof, as there is a unique backward
induction pro�le to any generic game, then for any visual game GV there
is only one consistent history. There is therefore a unique prediction of our
models, and, by the preceding theorems, it must be the backward induction
path.

5.3 More on Generic Games of Perfect Information

Although our models do not always predict the backward induction path
when foresight is limited, we can say that they generally do in the following
sense:

Proposition 5 For any �nite game tree of perfect information, where pay-
o¤s are assigned to terminal histories according to a continuous single-valued
CDF. Then, before these payo¤s are realized, the probability that our horizon-
based models predict the backward induction solution is greater than 1=T ,
where T is the number of histories in HT .

Proof. To prove the theorems in this section for our second HBLFM, we
characterize the value of various payo¤s conditioned on a backward induc-
tion path. We then show that, given this characterization, we can assign a
probability that our models predict a given path, We then show that this
probability is weakly increasing in each !i.
Let G = (I;H; L; ((ui); i 2 I)) be a �nite extensive form general game of

perfect information, where I is the set of players, H is the set of histories,
L : HP ! I is the mapping of who moves at each partial history where
HP � H is the set of intermediate or partial histories, and ui : HT ! R is
player i�s payo¤ function where HT � H is the subset of terminal histories.
Without loss of generality, let each ui(hT )~U(0; 1). Now let u�i refer to the
payo¤ to player i on a unique backward induction path h�. Now, before ui�s
are realized, u�i and h

� simply refer to possible outcomes of random variables.
Notice that regardless of where h� ends up on the game tree, for at least

one player i, u�i will be larger than at least one other u
0
i (a payo¤ player i can

get by deviating from backward induction) (unless there is only one terminal
history, in which case our models trivially predict that history). In fact, if we
knew and �xed the strategies of all other players, we can easily compute the
number of possible deviation payo¤s by counting the number of alternative
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terminal histories that could be reached considering all possible deviations
by player i. We could call this number di, and we could say that u�i is the
maximum of di+1 standard uniform random variables, and so u�i ~B(di+1; 1).
We can then say that on average u0i~U(0; u

�
i ) for all di u

0
i�s. We can further

observe that for any possible value of di, B(di + 1; 1) � U(0; 1) � U(0; u�i )
over the interval (0; 1).
Turning to our second HBLFM, we will show that whenever h� is in

HjhV T , the median of the distribution of uijh(hV T ) is weakly greater than the
median of the distribution of any other uijh(hV T 0). The expected distribution
of uijh(hV T ) is a weighted average of the distributions of some number of
random variables. Since we don�t know the position on the game tree of any
of these random variables, the weighting drops out (the expected weight on
each random variable is the same (one over the number of random variables)).
The distributions of the possible relevant random variables are (here u�i is
the payo¤ to player i at some history that player i cannot deviate to):

u�i ~B(di + 1; 1)

u�i ~U(0; 1)

u0i~U(0; u
�
i )

Note that the distribution of the average of one draw from B(di + 1; 1)
and di draws from U(0; u�i ) is the same as the distribution of the average
of di + 1 draws from U(0; 1). Also, since U(0; 1) dominates U(0; u�i ), the
distribution of the average of one draw from B(di + 1; 1) and less than di
draws from U(0; u�i ) dominates the distribution of the average of an equal
total number of standard normal random variables. Since the distribution
including u�i weakly dominates a distribution with a median of 1=2, we know
that it�s median is weakly greater than 1=2. Meanwhile, all medians of dis-
tributions composed solely of u�i �s and u

0
i�s must have medians weakly below

1=2. This means that any uijh(hV T ) including u�i will be greater than some
other uijh(hV T 0) at least half of the time.
This is not quite enough to say that any uijh(hV T ) including u�i will be

greater than the maximum of n uijh(hV T 0)�s with more than 1
n+1

probability,
since a number of high variance, low median draws are likely to have a high
maximum. However, since positioning on the tree is random, the distribution
of the number of random variables in uijh(hV T ) is the same as in uijh(hV T 0),
and we showed uijh(hV T ) including u�i dominates any uijh(hV T 0) when the
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number of random variables is the same, we can say that for any combina-
tion of numbers of random variables in both uijh(hV T ) and some number
of uijh(hV T 0)�s, the probability of uijh(hV T ) being the maximum is weakly
greater than the same probability if the random variables in uijh(hV T ) were
all replaced with u�i �s. Since the latter probability (when summed over all
possible distributions of the numbers of random variables in the averages)
must be at least 1

n+1
, then the former probability when summed in the same

fashion must be weakly greater than 1
n+1
.

Finally, since uijh(hV T ) including u�i is chosen with more than 1=T prob-
ability in expectation, actions leading to u�i are taken with more than 1=T
probability, and so u�i is reached with more than 1=T probability. So, propo-
sition 5 must be true for HBLFM#2.
For our �rst HBLFM, we note that the only time actual payo¤s are rel-

evant is when their terminal history is visible. This means we don�t have to
worry about combining payo¤s in any way. Now, if we don�t condition on the
backward induction solution, for any values of the !i�s and �ji�s, each termi-
nal history has some probability of being reached, and the average probability
must be 1=T . Now, for some terminal history, instead of being drawn from
a standard uniform, let its payo¤ u�i be drawn from a beta distribution as
described in the previous proof. Since such a beta distribution dominates a
standard uniform, the probability that the terminal history in question will
be reached must weakly increase [in all visual games where u�i is relevant,
and it is a reachable given some set of moves by player i (the relevance and
"reachability" of any terminal history are independent of the value of u�i ),
increasing its value will weakly increase the likelihood of its terminal history
being on the backward induction path of such visual games. We can also
ignore the e¤ect of u0i (vs. u

�
i ) since if the terminal history in question is

more likely to be reached among u�i �s it must necessarily be among some
combination of u0i�s and u

�
i �s.]. Therefore the average probability over all

possible terminal histories must be greater than 1=T . So, proposition 5 must
be true for HBLFM#1.

6 Further Thoughts.

We now look at how LFMs can be extended and built upon in future literature
(the future in this case meaning only a step or two ahead). We�ll discuss
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extending the models to a wider set of games, as well as how elements of
learning can �t into the model in very interesting and intuitive ways.

6.1 Extending the Models

The models presented in the previous sections are de�ned for �nite games
of perfect information with discrete action sets, but the intuition that these
models are based on applies to all games. It is therefore reasonable to assume
that the limited foresight models could be generalized to in�nite games and
games of imperfect information.
The main issue when dealing with in�nite games relates to evaluating

VTI histories. Some of the models above involve calculations that would not
be well de�ned with an in�nite game. That said, our �rst LFM would be
de�ned for in�nite games, and there are many other LFMs that would be as
well.
Continuous action sets are not a big problem when de�ning HBLFMs

(though they can arguably be a problem intuitively). DLFMs are more dif-
�cult, as when foresight is de�ned as an integer endowment, it is not clear
how one would deal with continuous action sets. It is certainly possible to
think of choosing a random point within the continuous range, and this may
even be close to what most people do when confronted with such a decision.
The main problem is when an action set is both continuous and discrete. For
example, if an action set consisted of the number 10, and all real numbers
between 1 and 5, then there is a question about how to allocate weight on
the number 10. This would not be all that di¢ cult to de�ne in a model, but
the intuition is less clear.
Various forms of imperfect information can be a problem in a number of

ways, especially when it comes to de�ning visual ranges. For example, if there
are multiple paths to the same information set, would a player recognize this
when investigating only one of these paths? Again, this question is far from
impossible to answer, but it adds complexity to the model. Also, with simul-
taneous move games, or generally games with information sets containing
multiple histories, visual games might look very di¤erent from the original
game (at least as depicted) in that, intuitively speaking, unresolved uncer-
tainty always "looks" as though it is in the future, even if the uncertainty is
about an action earlier in the game tree. Theoretically this should still be
possible to deal with, but the cost of added complexity outweighs bene�ts of
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generality for the current paper.
The bottom line with all these extensions is that they are possible, and

so LFMs as a class should be thought of as capable of describing play in any
game, but as this paper is meant as an introduction, I leave speci�c de�nition
of more general models to future papers.

6.2 Learning

The intuition of LFMs leads naturally to the concept of learning. In particu-
lar, we can think of the process of evaluating visually-terminal intermediate
histories as one that involves signi�cant learning. After all, the rules of the
game do not give instruction as to how such histories should be valued, and
so determining these values must generally be learned.
To illustrate, think of the game of chess. Great chess playing is not merely

a function of having a wealth of foresight. It also involves understanding how
positioning on the board a¤ects your ability to win, understanding the value
of di¤erent pieces, etc. Yet you do not get points for having certain pieces
when the game ends, nor for being in certain positions (other than check-
mate). Therefore these concepts are not de�ned by the actual payo¤s of the
game, and instead seem to be directly related to valuing VTI histories.
This type of learning is not touched on in the current economic learning

literature, and yet it is incredibly prevalent in society. Understanding the
value of being in some intermediate position is what allows entities with
limited foresight (for example humans, �rms, governments, etc.) to make
long-term decisions. An unknown and complex future creates a fundamental
uncertainty that we all face. Dealing with it requires signi�cant learning.
Obviously this is an area where knowledge of learning by arti�cial intel-

ligences can relate closely. Many chess-playing programs use outcomes of
simulated games to generate value functions over possible histories. It is un-
likely that even grandmaster chess players use these exact algorithms, but
it is plausible that they do something similar. And while it is likely that a
chess playing computer with enough processing power and simulation time
would be able to beat the grandmaster chess player at chess, the grandmaster
chess player would likely be able to apply his experience with chess to similar
strategic games in a way that the computer program could not. Understand-
ing this di¤erence could help shed light on the nature of human vs. arti�cial
intelligence.
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It would seem natural then to study how real people (in addition to arti�-
cial intelligences) evaluate intermediate positions, whether these evaluations
change with experience, etc. Again, these are all topics for future papers, but
we hope that starting from a more psychologically intuitive model will result
in answers that can be applied broadly, as answers gleaned from models that
are not psychologically intuitive tend only to be applicable to those models
and/or those situations being modeled themselves.

7 Conclusions

We�ve presented a number of models based on the idea that people have
limited ability to backward induct, or foresee future events. These models
present a psychologically intuitive framework for describing how individu-
als might actually play complex strategic games. Generally, this intuitivity
comes at the cost of complexity. However, if models of decision making are
to be applied broadly, it is reasonable to assume that they must be based on
realistic assumptions about the cognitive abilities of actual decision makers.
Although the class of limited foresight models is broad and so speci�c

predictions of play are not made by the class as a whole, experimentation
can serve to tease out which speci�c LFMs have good predictive power for
various games. Indeed there is room for much more work on LFMs, in both
the directions alluded to in the �nal sections of the paper, and undoubtedly
in directions we cannot currently foresee.
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